THE SWINGAWAY BED
KEY FEATURES
DIY assembly and installation
within 2 hours (on average)
Can be free-standing or hidden
inside a cabinet or behind curtains
or blinds
Suitable for everyday use or the
occasional guest
Can be used with an array of
mattress types
Patented, counter-balanced spring
mechanism allows light lifting
action
Horizontal option available in a
single size
Most sizes held in stock for same
day dispatch

The SwingAway bed is a simple to assemble DIY wall bed, requiring
only a few basic tools and fixings. This makes it the perfect bed for
the DIY enthusiast as it does not require a skilled person to install
the bed. The SwingAway bed can be installed with minimal effort by
attaching it to the floor and wall. Once the bed is installed it can be
used immediately.
The beds versatility allows it to be used almost anywhere. It can be
used on its own, or can be hidden away behind a curtain, blind, or
inside a cabinet with bi-folding/sliding doors for optimum effect. Its
compact design makes it the ideal space saving solution for a dual
purpose room. Cabinets can also be retro-fitted at a later stage to
house the bed.
The horizontal version is available in single size (3ft) and is a
great space saving solution for those with low ceilings or height
restrictions. The SwingAway Horizontal bed is designed to fold
lengthways against the wall and with just a little imagination the
style of room can be transformed.
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Due to its simplicity and easy installation The SwingAway bed is
one of our best selling Wall-Beds and is available in various sizes
including Single, Small Double and Double. As this is one of our
most popular beds we keep it well stocked and available for same
day dispatch.
Limited 5 YEAR warranty on manufacturer defects. Misuse, abuse, or
damage by misapplication are not covered. Please note: wall bed frames
and mechanisms are illustrated with cabinets and doors (purchased
separately) for demonstration purposes only.

SWINGAWAY SPECIFICATIONS

SwingAway Vertical Bed

SwingAway Horizontal Bed

3’
(90 X 190CM)
SINGLE

4’
(120 X 190CM)
SMALL DOUBLE

4’6”
(140 X 190CM)
DOUBLE

A = 198cm

A = 198cm

A = 198cm

B = 105cm

B = 135cm

B = 155cm

C = 206cm

C = 206cm

C = 206cm

D = 35cm

D = 35cm

D = 35cm

E = 42cm

E = 42cm

E = 42cm

A = 130cm
B = 205cm
C = 109cm
D = 35cm
E = 42cm

Compatible Mattresses
Most mattresses are compatible with the SwingAway as the sprung counter-balance mechanism can be adjusted to
compensate for different mattress weights.
Orthosoft Mattress

Y

Y

Y

Memory Duetto Mattress

Y

Y

Y

Waterlattex Mattress

Y

Y

Y

Technical changes accepted, all dimensions are approximate values. Small deviations, either constructive or technical might
occur. Hideaway Beds Ltd, make no warranties, express, implied or statutory as to the information in this document. O&OE.

